ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
In the past few years. there has been a great deal of research work in creating artistic styles by computer. This field of research is known as Non-Photorealistic Rendering (NPR). These methods refer to any image processing techniques which can transform an image into a specific anistic styles (or more precisely that suggesr an artistic style) such as ink painting, pointillist style, engraving, stylized halftoning, charcoal drawing, etc., or, more generally, in a style other than realism. All of the methods proposed by the computer graphics community are generally specifically tailored to a particular rendering style andor are purely algorithmic techniques (see [I] for aexcellent review of existing NPR techniques).
Recently, Efros er 01. have proposed an interesting non parametric model to synthesize a texture of arbitrary size from a given texture sample. Contrary to classical parametric models (often based on Markov Random Field (MRF) Models), their approach, improved by a multiscale sampling technique introduced by Wei er 01.
[2], is simple, intuitive and works surprisingly well even for a wide variety of complex textures. The synthesized textures (cf. Fig. 1 ) remain visually similar to the original and seem to come from the same (underlying) generative process as the original input sample. This model allows to efficiently capture the local and global visual characteristics of a complex input texture and thus seems also well suited to capture some characteristics of a particular rendering style from an artistic illustration example.
Subject to finding a probabilistic formulation far the Wei's model and to express it as a prior knowledge, Bayesian statistical theory is a convenient tool to take this n priori knowledge into consideration for a rendering procedure. Applied with success, to image segmentation, restoration [31, surface reconstruction [4], visual motion analysis 151, etc., the Bayesian methodology allows to efficiently combine a prior model that expresses the prior characteristics of the solution to be estimated (i.e., the image to be re-rendered in our application) with a statistical model describing the interactions between this solution and an input observation (or a drawing sample). This Bayesian methodology appears thus to be well suited to re-render an input image in the style of an other image.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide a brief overview of the model introduced by Efros er al. and we find a probabilistic formulation to their sampling procedure. Section 3 and 4 exploit this model as prior model in a Bayesian rendering procedure and present the coarse-to-fine recursive energy minimization problem related to this technique respectively. Finally, obtained results, with a prior model capturing the output rendering style of drawing samples or learned on texture samples. are presented.
PREVIOUS WORK AND PRIOR MODEL
Recently Efros 01.
[6] have proposed a non parametric model to synthesize an output image from a given input texture sample. Their approach works surprisingly well for a wide range of textures. Their algorithm consists of the following steps;
The output image is initialized with a random noise whose histogram is equalized with respect to the one of the input sample.
For each pixel in the output image, in scan-line order, the already-synthesized values in neighborhood of current pixel z of a specific (fixed) size ( N ( I ) ) is considered and is compared with all possible neighborhoods N ( x ) from input sample. The value of the input pixel z with the most similar N ( x ) is then assigned to L.
The similarity of the two considered neighborhoods is computed according to the LZ norm. In order to obtain good synthesis results, the size of the neighborhood must be large enough to capture the scale of the texture elements of the input sample. Although this searching process is deterministic, the random aspect of each synthesized texture is ensured by the initial random noise (first causing the boundary pixels to be assigned semi-stochastically and then using these first assignments as a seed Unlike MRF-based stochastic sampling, Efros's algorithm is completely deterministic and avoids explicit conditional probability construction and stochastic sampling. By using adequately sized neighborhood, the algorithm produces surprisingly good results but remains very slow since a full search of the input image is required to synthesize every pixel. This computational load is all the more important that the initial texture contains large scale structure and we have to use large neighborhwds.
To cope with these problems, Wei er al.
[2] have proposed a multiscale synthesis scheme involving a pyramidal structure of synthesized images and a multiresolution (Gaussian) pyramid for the set of input images. From coarse to fine, each level of the pyramid is synthesized as in Efros's algorithm, except that the considered neighborhood uses spatial adjacent sites and sites belonging to the coarser scale. This method, combined with a treestructured vector quantization to accelerate the search for the nearest neighbor, allows to use smaller neighborhood and thus dramatically increases the speed of the synthesis process. This model is similar to the Scale Causal Multigrid model we have proposed in [7] [SI for the sonar image segmentation issue. Nevertheless, the technique introduced in [7] involved a parametric model in which the conditional PDF was expressed within an energy function which consists of a sum of local interaction potentials involving a few parameters (called clique parameters). Wei's model is non-parametric and offers the opportunity to capture very efficienlly the larger scale characteristics of a given texture sample.
Example of this synthesis algorithm on acomplex texture is shown in Fig. I . The synthesized texture is very similar to the original and seems to come from the same (underlying) stochastic process as the input lextural sample. Let us now find a probabilistic formulation to the Wei's sampling procedure. To this end, let us consider, at full resolution, a couple of random fields ( X , Z ) . with Z = {Z.,s E S) and X = {Xa, s E S}. the set of variables associated to the N pixels of the input and output texture images respectively and located on a lattice S of N sites s. Each of the X, and Z, take their value in A = {O, . . . ,255) (i.e., the set of grey levels). and until convergence is achieved, the value t8 that miximizes P ( z s / N ( z a ) ) .
From an algorithmic point of view, this procedure is similar to the Wei et al. procedure. except that the ICM process has to be repeated until convergence is achieved (and generally more than one pass). This shows that Eq. (I) provides an interesting probabilistic formulation of a non parametric prior model. This prior model will be exploited in the following, via a Bayesian inference, in our rendering procedure.
BAYESIAN INFERENCE
Let now Z represents the set of hidden variables (the image to be synthesized with rendering effect in our application), and Y , the observation variables (the input image to be re-rendered). The general Bayesian inference defined by Besag [31 consists of the successive stages outlined below ;
Construct of a prior PDF ; P z ( z ) which represents our initial Combine the observation variables with the abovementioned
Compute the posterior density P Z~Y (z/y) from the prior and prior knowledge on the solution.
prior model through a conditional PDF; f i / z ( y / z ) .
the conditional probability by Bayes theorem;
P z / Y (~/ Y ) a Pz(4 P Y / Z ( Y / Z ) .
Finally, choose a criterion based on this posterior probability, in order to define the "best" z given y . In Bayesian analysis, all kinds of inference are made from P z / y ( r / y ) . Finding the Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) estimate i.e., the Occurrence of z that is the most likely, is one of the most frequently used choice of inference. For P z / y ( z / y ) c ( e x p ( -U ( z , y ) ) and for some "energy" function U, this MAP estimation problem is equivalent to an energy function minimizationproblem; inup=argminZEn CJ(z,y). The energy function U(z, y ) involves two components. One arising from P z ( z ) , which encodes constraints on the desired solution. It is the a priori energy term. In our Bayesian rendering model. we can efficiently exploit the prior model expressed by Eq. (I). The other one, stemming from P y /~( y / z ) , expresses the interaction between the hidden variables and the observed data. In our application. we can define, for this (so-called) likelihood energy term, where S' define the set of pixels at resolution level 1. Each of the associated energy can be efficiently solved with an ICM algorithm 131. Like for other hierarchical approaches, the advantages of this method are twofold. From a modeling point of view, this hierarchical strategy offers an appealing ability to capture a priori characteristics of the (underlying generative) stochastic process within a range of different scales. From an algorithmic point of view, contextual information is propagated in a more efficient way 181. Besides multiscale optimization technique has shown to exhibit fast convergence property and robustness against local minima for highly non-linear combinational problems (estimation results are nearly comparable to those obtained by stochastic optimization procedures) 151. is the factor that provides a relative weighting between the two energy terms (for p 4 m, we find the optimieation problem related to the multiscale sampling technique proposed by Wei ef al. in 121).
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In a preliminary step, we stretch the histogram of the input image y in order to get the same minimal and maximal grey level values of the input texture sample x . Then, the input image and the texture sample is decomposed into multiple resolutions by building two Gaussian pyramids. Each level or image of these pyramids is considered as being toroidal. This assumption allows to handle neighborhoods near the image boundaries. We convert the input image y and the input sample z in grey level values for the Gaussian pyramid constructions. Consequently, only grey level values are used for the searching process. Color can be simply recovered by copying the R, G and B channels at full resolution for each selected pixel by the searching process. We use three levels of pyramid ( L = 3). For the first coarse-to fine sampling process, we use a 7 x 7 spatial and causal neighborhood in the fine level with a symmetric 5 x 5 spatial neighborhood in the coarse level. A symmetric 5 x 5 neighborhwd in the fine and coarse level are then used for the other passes of the algorithm.
In order to eliminate the difference of contrast between x and y. we use, instead of D ( N ( x , ) , N(y,) In these cases, the multiscale prior model used in our Bayesian procedure allows to efficiently capture the local and global visual characteristics of the line drawing texture, the halftoning texture, the charcoal pcn style or the ink painting effect respectively OF the input source drawing. We also present the results of our Bayesian Rendering method when the prior model is trained with an input textural sample (cf. Figs 4) . Obtained results show that the proposed method allow to constraint an input image towards an image with the Same local and global characteristics of the input texture sample. fl allows to control the weighting between the intrinsic visual characteristics of the input image and the characteristics of the texture sample. The sampling process takes about 2 hours per image on a 400Mhz PC workstation. In addition to a rendering or a stylized depiction procedure, the proposed technique may eventually be applicable to a much broader of application, such as lexrural morphinp, texture mixing algorithm or in order to create a very broad range of visual effects.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a statistical method for the rendering problem. We have stated this problem in the Bayesian framework and exploited the multiscale non parametric model proposed by Wey a al. as prior model of this Bayesian inference. This prior model has shown itself to be well suited to efficiently capture the local and global visual characteristics of a complex input texture or to capture rome characteristics of a rendering style given by an artistic illustration example. Combined with a likelihood model, the resulting Bayesian rendering procedure allows to constraint a given image with the visual characteristics or the (artistic representation) style of an other image, yielding a very broad range of interesting visual effects. Realphorograph. Bayesian rendering resulrs (8=3) based on each rexrural somple +.
